
12 ANGRY MEN AND KOHLBERG S STAGES OF MORAL DEVELOPMENT

In the movie 12 Angry Men, moral reasoning is a key point of drama as twelve shown, I'll use Lawrence Kohlberg's
theory of moral development in six stages.

The fact that numerous moral topics and situations are constantly encountered in life gives rise to an essential
need for educators to facilitate opportunities for moral learning and development. Provide a detailed account
of the various conflicts that are present in the film. Psychologist Lawrence Kohlberg is looked at as one of the
staple theorists who developed Seeds of hope are planted, however, as Hiyam remains true to her word and
values. Lebanon is a good case study for paving the way toward tolerance and respect. The people depicted in
the film maintain their community identity whether or not they are in Lebanon. No external forces can come in
the way of personal and collective identity formation. The slum is a breeding ground for criminals. Any type
of essay. The movie opens in the first state of Group Development, the opening period. As a result, the twelve
jurors begin voting on if the defendant is guilty or not. It starts out in a courtroom where a young man is being
convicted after supposedly murdering his father. On the other hand, the fact that he was able to convince the
other men into taking his side is mind blowingâ€¦ Words - Pages 7 12 angry men Essay Brandon Davis Mr
Deering Law May 29th 12 Angry Men 12 Angry Men was a movie remade in based on an old play. They are
all under impression that they all think the young man is guilty. Performing The performing stage gradually
takes over from the norming stage as more solid arguments are made in favor of the defendant being not
guilty. The final sense of civic obligation come when Juror 9 notices Juror 4 rubbing his nose, making the
final argument about one of the witnesses not using her glasses regularly. What matters most is that love and
compassion define social relations. Ludecke-Plumer, This can be accomplished by educating students on the
different facets of life including ideals of justice and social expectation. Juror by juror realizes that they may
have indeed been so close to sending a potentially innocent person to jail, and feel further obligated to explore
the facts in order to render a fair verdict. The film Twelve Angry Men relies more heavily on the use of
characterization than any other movie I can think of. Personal Proposed solutions for the conflicts in the movie
Twelve Angry Men? The attention to detail that you have included in 12 Angry Men makes your play
timeless. Put into the simplest of terms, Stage 1: children younger than 10 or 11 years think about moral
dilemmas one way and Stage 2: older children consider them differently. The infants have the ability to build
up mental pictures While this movie has merit on many different levels, for the purposes of this paper it will
be used to illustrate examples of various influence techniques. The Jews depicted in this film have strong
national identities and call themselves Lebanese. The first three of these stages were in Act 1. Prejudice within
the legal system can either send an innocent person to jail or kill them. In this case, the film may at least shed
light on a critical issue. Language and a shared nostalgia for the geographic beauty and history of Lebanon are
their social and cultural glue. It is a behaviour that one has been accustomed to due to the laws and customs in
a particular society. Using the movie version made in The movie was made in 


